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Notice of Street Maintenance to be Conducted in Dunes City

Dunes City, Oregon – Asphalt pavement overlay and maintenance work will be underway on Russell Drive during the upcoming month of August 2015. Preparatory work is expected to begin during the week of August 17th. The initial construction activities will consist of repair and replacement of designated sections on Russell Drive (entire length) followed by placement of a new asphalt concrete overlay between the limits of Rio Drive to the end. The work is necessary for our streets to be maintained properly and to insure the maximum life possible of the existing asphalt pavement. This maintenance will affect vehicular traffic and access to homes while the work is being accomplished.

Our selected contractor, Johnson Rock, has made it “extremely” clear that for these pavement improvements to work properly, and to insure we receive the maximum value from our investment, **it is imperative that nobody drive, or walk, on the freshly paved street section directly following its placement and likely for a period of approximately 4-6 hours thereafter.** Residents and the general public will be notified through the contractor’s traffic control measures regarding when vehicular and/or pedestrian traffic will be permitted back on the street as the affected areas will be barricaded off with traffic cones until through traffic will be allowed to travel within the newly paved area. Arrangements will be made to accommodate homeowners and delivery vehicles to whatever extent possible during the street maintenance curing period.

The following streets will be affected by this construction project:

- Russell Drive - (Overlay and designated existing pavement removal and replacement areas).
- Rio Road – No actual pavement work on this street at the present time; however, residents will be subject to traffic control measures (ingress/egress). Rio Road is scheduled for slurry sealing pavement maintenance work next season.